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The eight-year-old child is an exuberant, outgoing bundle of energy; he meets every
challenge head-on, willing to try almost anything. Sometimes parents are amazed at the
enthusiasm and excitement with which their child greets the world.However, eight is also a time
when the child begins to do a great deal of analyzing and evaluating, finding fault in himself
and others--especially Mohter. How do parents help an eight-year-old through this up-and-
down age? What should parents expect in their relationships with the child and how can life in
the family be made easier? What will the child's relationship with friends and siblings be like? In
the successful tradition of the Gesell institute series, Your Eight-Year-Old is a well-researched,
highly  accessible guide.

From the PublisherThe eight-year-old child is an exuberant, outgoing bundle of energy; he
meets every challenge head-on, willing to try almost anything. Sometimes parents are amazed
at the enthusiasm and excitement with which their child greets the world.However, eight is also a
time when the child begins to do a great deal of analyzing and evaluating, finding fault in himself
and others--especially Mohter. How do parents help an eight-year-old through this up-and-down
age? What should parents expect in their relationships with the child and how can life in the
family be made easier? What will the child's relationship with friends and siblings be like? In the
successful tradition of the Gesell institute series, Your Eight-Year-Old is a well-researched,
highly accessible guide.From the Inside FlapThe eight-year-old child is an exuberant, outgoing
bundle of energy; he meets every challenge head-on, willing to try almost anything.
Sometimes parents are amazed at the enthusiasm and excitement with which their child greets
the world.However, eight is also a time when the child begins to do a great deal of analyzing
and evaluating, finding fault in himself and others--especially Mohter. How do parents help an
eight-year-old through this up-and-down age? What should parents expect in their
relationships with the child and how can life in the family be made easier? What will the child's
relationship with friends and siblings be like? In the successful tradition of the Gesell institute
series, Your Eight-Year-Old is a well-researched, highly accessible guide.From the Back
CoverThe eight-year-old child is an exuberant, outgoing bundle of energy; he meets every
challenge head-on, willing to try almost anything. Sometimes parents are amazed at the
enthusiasm and excitement with which their child greets the world.However, eight is also a time
when the child begins to do a great deal of analyzing and evaluating, finding fault in himself and
others--especially Mohter. How do parents help an eight-year-old through this up-and-down
age? What should parents expect in their relationships with the child and how can life in the
family be made easier? What will the child's relationship with friends and siblings be like? In the
successful tradition of the Gesell institute series, "Your Eight-Year-Old is a well-researched,



highly accessible guide.About the AuthorLouise Bates Ames (1908–1996) was a lecturer at the
Yale Child Study Center and assistant professor emeritus at Yale University. She was co-founder
of the Gesell Institute of Child Development and collaborator or co-author of three dozen books,
including The First Five Years of Life, Infant and Child in the Culture of Today, Child Rorschach
Responses, and Your One-Year-Old through Your Ten- to Fourteen-Year-Old series.Carol Chase
Haber is a school psychologist in the Hamilton County, Ohio, school system and is a trained and
qualified Gesell Examiner. She is the coauthor of several books, including He Hit Me First, Your
Seven-Year-Old, Your Eight-Year-Old, and Your Nine-Year-Old.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.chapter oneCHARACTERISTICSOF THE AGE The typical Eight-
year-old can be described as outgoing, lively, and evaluative. Unlike the child at Seven, he does
not withdraw when the going gets tough. On the contrary, he remains right out in front, meeting
every challenge that life throws his way. With his typically outgoing, expansive nature, an Eight-
year-old is much more responsive to his environment than at Seven. With his high energy level,
he seems willing to tackle almost anything, even the new and difficult. He is expanding
emotionally, growing out of his earlier shyness, and relating to other people more easily than he
used to. He even approaches strangers with some confidence. Eight’s liveliness, or speed, is
obvious to almost any adult. He darts around the house or yard, seemingly unaware of physical
obstacles in his path. His entire body seems ready for action. He works fast, plays fast (loves
running games), talks fast, even eats fast. When necessary he can shift very rapidly from one
activity to the next, and wastes little time in looking back. Though at times his expansiveness and
speed lead to carelessness, these usually don’t cause the Eight-year-old too much difficulty.
However, his evaluativeness certainly does. It makes him all too aware of his own failures. Eight
tends to be hard on himself for his mistakes. His evaluativeness also makes him all too aware
when other people do not respond as he would like them to. Eight is extremely sensitive to
perceived criticism of others. On the other hand, this evaluativeness sometimes helps him make
sound judgments as to what he can or cannot accomplish, when he is or isn’t going to be
successful. This helps to curb his headlong rush into things and can sometimes prevent him
from undertaking the totally impossible. Intellectually, as in other ways, Eight is becoming more
expansive. He can express amazement and curiosity. He is growing aware of the impersonal
forces of nature. He can distinguish fundamental similarities and differences when comparing a
baseball and an orange, an airplane and a kite, wood and glass. The origin and growth of plants
from seeds begins to intrigue him. He takes a deepening interest in the life processes of animals.
He is even beginning to believe that all men are mortal and that even he will one day die. But at
this relatively positive age, this knowledge does not depress him as it might have done
earlier. How Eight loves to talk! He comes home from school just “bursting” with news: “You
never saw anything like it!” “Oh, it was awful!” In fact, everything tends to be dramatized: “Hey,
what’s the matter with me!” “This has got me crazy!” “I always get the easy ones wrong.” Personal
space is expanding for the Eight-year-old. He can now return home alone by bus from a
somewhat distant point. His walking area within his own neighborhood is so wide that it is



sometimes hard to locate him. He loves to take trips to new cities, visit museums, zoos, and
other places of interest. Eight’s spatial world is expanding even further through an interest in
geography. He has a fairly clear notion of points of the compass and different parts of his
community in relation to each other. The child at Seven tended to stick close to home. Eight
explores new territory. He sees beyond the boundaries of his neighborhood. He likes to order
from a mail-order catalog, loves to look things up in the encyclopedia. Eight is in general
healthier and less fatiguable than he was at Seven, more fond of rough-and-tumble play and
boisterous games. His tempo is rapid when he talks, reads, writes, or practices the piano. He
wolfs down food, sitting on the edge of his chair, ready to bolt outdoors without pulling up his
socks or tucking in his shirt. Eight-year-old boys may add a little bravado to their slap-dash
demeanor to emphasize their masculine toughness. The Seven-year-old was in many ways, with
his anxieties and dark suspicions, still very much a child. Eight seems to be moving toward
adulthood. He is definitely growing up; he even looks more mature than he did at Seven. Subtle
changes in Eight’s body now hint at the body he is going to have when he gets older. He is much
better coordinated when it comes to sports. Relationships are extremely important at this age—
the child’s relationships with Mother and Father, with friends. At Six the child was busy building
up practical working relationships with others. Now the girl or boy is building up emotional and
attitudinal relationships. How he feels about others and how they feel about him is important. The
typical Eight-year-old tends to listen closely when adults talk among themselves. He watches
their facial expressions; he hopes they may say something favorable about him, but he
recognizes the gap between the world of the adult and his own world, and adjusts
accordingly. Eight is curious about and interested in human relationships, particularly those of
the adults close to him. In fact, he can be described as downright nosy. Girls explore family
problems and relationships through the medium of paper dolls. Like chessmen on a chessboard,
the paper dolls symbolize agents and situations. Father, mother, bride, bridegroom, daughter,
son, baby, visitor—all are represented by these dolls, which can be so freely manipulated with
dramatic commentary. Sometimes the dialogue suggests more insight than the Eight-year-old
can actually claim: “My husband would not be unfaithful to me!” said one dramatic Eight to her
friend. “He has been already,” the friend replied smugly. Eight is increasingly aware of himself as
a person, is interested in what makes him tick. As one mother of an Eight-year-old remarked,
“Even his gestures are like him.” Now the child is conscious of his own appearance, his own
personal qualities. He may be torn between the desire to grow up and the wish to remain as he
is. And in his dramatic way he exaggerates his problems and dilemmas. Eight’s performance is
often only mediocre, and his notion of other people’s standards is extremely high. This
discrepancy leads to tears and temporary unhappiness, at times; or Eight may boast and alibi to
make up for what he can do and what he would like to do. His feelings are easily hurt, and the
child of this age tends to be extremely sensitive to criticism. He is quick to recognize his all-too-
frequent failures and will groan: “I never get anything right!” “I always do things wrong!” While
Eight is hard on himself, he is also hard on others. He can be quarrelsome and aggressive



toward people, particularly Mother. To excuse his attacks on others, he often convinces himself
that he himself is being attacked. Eight’s sensitivity is also revealed in his need for praise for
what he’s done. “This is crummy, isn’t it?” he may ask, hoping to be assured that it’s great. He is,
however, rather discriminating, so that the praise he seeks must be at least partially
plausible. When things go very wrong for Eights, they do get truly angry. Some show their anger
at least partly in jest. Thus they may tense up their faces in exasperation, project their lower
jaws, and draw back and flex their arms at the elbow as they clench their fists. This dramatic
pose is sure to produce laughter from other children at school. Eight is becoming more
responsible in regard to time. His increased speed in action makes him less vulnerable to the
demands of time. He can now be expected to arrive at school at the proper hour. However, some
Eights do not tell time as well as they did earlier; Eights are often careless with their watches and
may lose, break, or misplace them. Though he may tell time less well, Eight is aware of
punctuality. He keeps himself posted by asking others what time it is. If he knows he is going to
arrive home late, he may even be responsible enough to telephone. Read more
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mlp, “Excellent read. Essential for parents and in my library of books I recommend to every
parent who comes to my office for help. (. This entire series is a staple in my own parenting life
and in my life as a doctor. Recommended to me by a friend and I'm so grateful. I recommend it
to every parent as a must read. The best book on parenting that I've read because it describes
child development beautifully and presents it as a continuum, a trajectory of growth, and
emphasizes that children don't all fit into a mold. They are different, each with gifts. I love that
the author answers parental questions so openly and she doesn't define behaviors described in
the questions as pathologic nor make diagnostic statements. Instead, her statements affirm
parents, affirm children, and help parents to see that when children have struggles, they simply
need parental help and understanding, need time to develop skills they may be lacking, and
have a need for patience and understanding from adults who are quick to over analyze them.
This is book I grab when I'm exhausted at the end of a long "mommy" day and I'm quickly
reassured that all is well and my children are beautiful evolving human beings and I need to be
patient with myself and with them!!”

SweetSue, “A MUST READ for all parents .... I recommend these books (Your ONE Year Old,
Your TWO Year Old, Your THREE Year Old, Your FOUR Year Old, Your FIVE Year Old, Your SIX
Year Old, Your SEVEN Year Old, Your EIGHT Year Old, Your NINE Year Old, Your TEN-to-
FOURTEEN Year Old. These books were writtten by Louise Bates Ames, PhD, Fances L. Ilg,
MD and Sidney M. Baker MD of the Gesell Institute of Human Development. They are NOT a
"how to" book for parents -- but rather provide a perspective of life from the child's various ages.
I found the books to be of such value that I purchase the entire series for new parents.
Somehow I forgot to purchase these books for my niece when she started her family. She
expressed some concerns about her seven year old son's behavior (that I knew from experience
to be that typical of seven year olds). I purchased the books from the series that will help my
niece from here on. She LOVES them! I have a feeling she will use them and pass them along
to other parents. My original set are part of my permanent library. I highly recommend these
books for your permanent library as well!”

John A, “This is the must-have series. These books will track a child's progress remarkable
accurately. Whenever we find ourselves totally frustrated we invariable read that age book and
learn a ton.Our kids lives have been deeply enriched by having us understand what they are up
to. Its uncanny how right on this series is.Our boy just turned 8 and over the last few months has
really started to change, not always for the best (it felt). Thats why we stopped procrastinating
and bought the 8-year-old edition. Now we get it. We understand the pitfalls we are up against at
this unique age and have been able to shift our parenting roles so that we can best deal with him
and get him the outcomes he needs.We've been using the books for both our children since



birth essentially and can not recommend them enough.Really, if you are a parent, get these
books. They are life changing.”

A Henson, “Dated but still right on!. It seems that in the past 20 years our kids environments
have changed a bit but their development is similar. I wish I had found these books sooner. It
was so comforting to hear that our daughters nightmares are a stage that many 7 year olds go
through and that 8 is the year of confidence and exploration. Looking forward to leaving the
insecurity and "it's not fair" age of 7 to the wondrously independent age of 8! I have also
purchased age 5 to remind me what to expect for my younger son and will also get age 6. Love
them!”

Metaleen Thomas, “All the "Your ____ Year Old" books are excellent. I only wish the Gesell
Institute would update .... All the "Your ____ Year Old" books are excellent. I only wish the Gesell
Institute would update them, using current examples. The "aged & stages" research is the same,
of course, but the examples are culturally old. I used these books when my son as growing up,
and now, I give one to him on the birthday of his daughter - every year.”

Caroline DROHAN, “Helps understand an 8 year old and their quirkiness   . Very informative x”

The book by Shoshana Stopek has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 131 people have provided feedback.
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